Comparison Chart
Realize the potential that the PFAFF® expression™ line has to offer
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The PFAFF® Original IDT™ System. Absolutely even fabric feed from both the top and the bottom.
Large sewing space. The sewing area to the right of the needle is super-sized for sewing large projects.
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A wide variety of beautiful stitches, including utility stitches, buttonholes, 9mm wide decorative stitches,
cross stitches, hemstitches and quilt stitches.
Automatic presser foot lift. Raises the presser foot instantly when the needle is set to stop down and/or at the
end of a seam, after a thread snip.
Thread Snips. Automatically cuts top and bobbin threads. Automatically cuts after buttonholes. Program cuts
in sequences.
LED Lights. Optimized bright lights illuminate the entire work area with no shadows.
Illuminated graphic display. Clear, intuitive display shows the stitch in actual size at the recommended setting,
including all information.
Free-motion Mode. For easy quilting and beautiful free-motion embroidery.
External feed dog drop. Convenient location to lower the feed dogs from the front of the machine. Ideal for
stippling, free-motion embroidery or darning.
Extra presser foot lift. Raise the presser foot to its highest position to easily place thick fabrics or several layers
under the presser foot.
Stitch positioning. Makes it possible to change the needle position for all stitches.
Easy-access Stitch Selection. Quick and easy stitch selection by means of the Direct Selection Buttons.
Automatic Tie-off. Tie-off automatically at the beginning and the end of a seam for a quick and easy finish.
Needle up/down. Touch a button to set the needle to automatically stop up or down in the fabric for pivoting,
appliqué and more.
Speed Ranges. Adjust sewing speed for specialty threads or techniques.
Mirror image. Flip the stitch for more creative possibilities.
Information Button. Simply touch the Info Button and important sewing recommendations appear in the illuminated display.
37 needle positions. Variable needle positions for precise topstitching. Perfect for quilting and sewing zippers in place.
Integrated Needle Threader. Easy threading of the needle’s eye every time.
Large stitch plate. Features seam markings for perfect guiding to the left or right of the needle.
Sensormatic buttonhole. The exclusive Sensormatic buttonhole foot guarantees professional buttonholes on any fabric. Both sides of
each buttonhole are sewn in the same direction for precise stitch quality. Each buttonhole stitched to the exact length, every time.
Stitch sequencing and memories. Combine and save stitches and /or letters in a memory – sew in one step repeatedly.
Personal stitch settings. Change the settings on all built-in stitches to your personal liking. Save in a personal stitch memory.
Program sequencing commands. Program Stop, Tie-off or more into a stitch sequence.
Built-in sewing alphabets. Add a personal touch with a built-in sewing alphabet.
Tapering on all 9mm Stitches. Gradually increase or decrease the width at the beginning and/or the end of any stitch.
Choose different angles for more creative opportunities.
Twin needle program. Automatically adjusts the stitch width to prevent needle breakage.
Stitch width safety. Limits stitch width to center needle straight stitch while using straight stitch
needle plate and/or straight stitch foot to prevent needle breakage.
Stitch restart. Instantly returns to the beginning of your selected stitch or sequence.
Stop/Start button. Sew without foot control.
Electronic thread tension. Makes sewing simple. Best tension is set electronically for
different stitches and techniques.
Electronic Knee Lift. Raises the presser foot with an easy movement.
Bobbin thread sensor. Alerts you when your bobbin thread is running low.
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